
Gain full visibility and greater control over your Windows and Linux Security patches. A high-level 
dashboard gives you an overall view of your environment, highlighting the number of patches or 
service packs present or missing. Schedule a scan for missing patches or run a scan on demand. 
Drill down for more details such as the severity, size and status of the patch, even the links to the 
knowledge article for each patch. Automate the automatic approval and deployment of patches if 
desired. 

Create MSI and Executable packages for quick and easy deployment to your Windows devices.  
Deploy by node, OU or at domain level silently at a time that suits without user intervention.

Deploy and execute scripts in a variety of formats (BATCH files, VB scripts and BASH files) to 
Windows and Linux environments. Script execution can be scheduled to run on a reoccurring basis 
if required. 

Reduce the turnaround time and eliminate the associated costs of shipping equipment back to your 
main site for re-imaging by deploying the OS remotely to the device. Create custom images tailored 
to your organization’s needs.

Power Management is often overlooked, when deployed it enables you to optimize energy costs. 
assystITAM allows you to easily create power policies to suit your needs without the use of complex 
coding. You can schedule and deploy these policies at times to suit you, with minimum interruptions 
to users.

assystITAM:IT Automation

Drive efficiencies and mitigate risks with automated IT Asset Management

assystITAM enables you to administer a variety of 
critical and often time consuming tasks, all from one 
centralized location. It supports Power Management 
for your Windows devices, which generates substantial 
cost and energy savings for your organization, whilst 
also providing greater control and visibility over Patch 
Management from an intuitive user interface. assystITAM 
allows you to easily deploy operating systems, software 
and execute scripts remotely to your Windows devices, 
and also has the ability to uninstall software. You can 
stay up-to-date and informed on all automation tasks 
through customizable notifications and alerts.

IT Automation Highlights
 σ Greater control and visibility over Patch Management 

 σ Quick and simple deployment of MSI and Executable   
 software packages 

 σ Ability to uninstall both MSI and non-MSI based software

 σ Faster turnaround for re-imaging Windows devices

 σ Capabilities which facilitate efficient Power Management 

IT Automation
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http://www.axiossystems.com/files/public/documents/resources/ITAM_Overview_English.pdf
http://www.axiossystems.com/files/public/documents/resources/ITAM_Automation_English.pdf
http://www.axiossystems.com/files/public/documents/resources/ITAM_SAM_Software_Asset_Management_English.pdf
http://www.axiossystems.com/files/public/documents/resources/ITAM_Overview_English.pdf


assystITAM:IT Automation

 σ Save money while helping the environment           
 Take control of Power Management and deliver quantifiable cost savings, whilst empowering your organization to  
 be environmentally responsible by reducing your carbon footprint and extending the lifespan of IT assets.

 σ Mitigate risk with increased security and compliance 
 Security threats are a continuous concern for organizations around the globe. Automate Patch Management to   
 address vulnerabilities and provide a higher level of security and compliance, reducing the risk of a security breach  
 and associated problems, such as data theft, loss of data or legal penalties.

 σ Drive efficiencies in your ITAM practice 
 Reduce deployment time and effort through automated OS Deployment, paving the way for standardized operating  
 systems across the organization, thereby, reducing the support, training and management costs in maintaining them.

 σ Greater control over deployments within your environment   
 Create your own software repository of approved software and scripts and easily control what is deployed and   
 when. Stay in control by tracking the installation status and receiving notifications when tasks are complete. 

Benefits of IT Automation with assystITAM 
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IT SERVICE MANAGEMENT & IT ASSET MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Patch management

“I&O leaders that need to deliver IT services more 
proactively, on schedule and under budget should 
make the IT process automation (ITPA) discipline a 
central strategic pillar.” 

“Effective patch management programs mitigate risk 
by eliminating ad hoc, domain-specific activities and 
applying standard processes across all enterprise 
systems.”

Gartner, 
“Six Steps to Move IT Process Automation From Basics 

to Best Practices”, 
Robert Naegle, Ronni J. Colville, 7 August 2014

Gartner,
“Improve Patch Management by Assessing Maturity and 

Applying Best Practices to Your IT Systems”, 
Ronni J. Colville, 27 February 2013

Axios Systems provides service management solutions to large organizations worldwide. Axios’s Enterprise Service Management software, assyst, is designed through 
customer-driven, agile development to support people, processes and technology. assyst was created to deliver simple yet powerful service management software that’s 
easy to use and maintain. Axios Systems is a global company with offices across the Americas, Europe, Middle East and Asia Pacific. For more information about Axios 
Systems, visit www.axiossystems.com

@Axios_Systems blog.axiossystems.comlinkedin.com/company
/axios-systems


